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Collaboration meets the Internet of Things 
 

Prasaga’splatform is the ideal foundation for realizing the benefits of internet enabled devices. The 

Prasaga’s platform provides a rich suite of collaboration features including MUC, broadcasting, 

streaming audio and media, to run alongside of collection and control fabric it provides for IoT devices. 

This combination allows for rich Interoperable Command, Control and Communication (C4ISR) 

applications.  

Possibilities increase when teamed with Prasaga’s Purposeful Engagement concept that enables auto-

discovery, auto-provisioning, auto-management, & auto-control of devices by automatically connecting 

devices in specific conditions with the applications/ushers that support them. One conceptual usher we 

feel is particularly valuable to US military is Future Presence.  

Future presence is ability to broadcast with probability future position, tactics, and capabilities of 

friendly and enemy forces on the tactical battlefield to both commanders and soldiers via presence. 

Prasaga’s provides a secure mechanism to effectively share information in near real-time. Content can 

be granularly controlled via security labels and customized automated rosters. 

Lastly, Prasaga’s open standard creates a valuable installation model, because Prasaga’s allows secure 

Server to Server (S2S) federation, C4ISR solutions can be installed in each command/country and be 

used independently, but can immediately federate communication between each installation. This 

allows Command and Control to bridge multiple regions and organizations as they’re invited in the 

response of an incident. This can be controlled through Black or Whitelisting of peered domains and 

updated on demand. See the following Example: 

 

• Each county in California could run their own C4ISR infrastructure for management and 

response to local devices, equipment and events. 

o This data will include all EMR, IoT Social Media devices, sensors, actuators, sites 

etc. in Government and private sector and can be shared (including security tags 

to send sensitive/classified information to only those with proper clearance 

level).   

• Each division of the US Military and other Federal agencies would manage their own 

independent domain in C4ISR infrastructure including as needed customizations 

• In the event of a major earth quake, the affected communities can immediately provide 

data and current responses to their peers and active federal resources through S2S 

o This data will include all IoT devices, sensors, actuators etc. in Gov, NGO and 

private sector can be shared, including security tags to send sensitive/classified 

information to only go to those with proper clearance level. 

• An individual organization could take over command of the response, and use the data 

and communication provided by Prasaga’s C4ISR to access a single complete operating 

picture with real-time updates and communicate directly through same mechanism to 

the boots on the ground. 
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• Future Presence can be used to predict where first responders are headed allowing for 

more effective use of assets, and preventing accidents through better and more 

contemporaneous knowledge 

• Upon completion of the events, each command could have the command restored to 

them. 

• Lastly, because all of the messages are passed through Prasaga’s, we would have the 

ability to archive the inputs and responses sent for future review to learn more effective 

responses in the future. 

Since Prasaga’s provides a platform that can be used for more than just command & control of 

emergency situations, i.e. Remote Device Management, Mobility, and Workforce Management each 

command is not required to invest in technology strictly for emergency preparedness. In fact energy and 

remote device management application enabled by Prasaga’s increase daily operating efficiency. 
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